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Reviewer's report:

This trial protocol describes a RCT to compare oral zinc supplementation with placebo in children with sickle cell anaemia in Uganda, in order to prevent severe infections. This is a well-written protocol and the details of the study are clearly articulated. The authors have written the protocol in accordance with the SPIRIT guidelines, and have provided the relevant checklist. The study addresses an important topic, with potential significant benefit for patients. Overall there were no major concerns that I identified and any comments are brief and relatively minor

1. The study will use blood cultures to identify severe invasive infections / bacteraemia and and Biofire panel for viral / atypical bacterial respiratory infections - it was not 100% clear if these were being performed at site (ie in Uganda) and used for patient treatment in real time, or were being shipped back for testing in the US laboratories, or tested at local research facility or within the hospital's own laboratories? This level of sophisticated lab testing seems unusual for a hospital in regional Uganda

2. Stool samples were planned to be collected for possible future 'microbiome testing' - any details of at which time points these might be collected? Also at baseline at 12 months? I presume these will then be frozen?

3. Line 253: "Chlamydophila pneumoniae or Mycoplasma pneumoniae" species should be italicised
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